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If account exceeds maximum data option allowance, standard data overage charges for usage will apply.
Internet that makes the grade. Next month comes and my bill is  Cannot be combined with other offers. Offer
only available to the primary subscriber of the account. When talking to people I hear can't hear you breaking
up breaking up can't hear you. Must provide a valid student ID number. We have a copy of the signed
customer service agreement which details in full the terms of their activation, which highlights that taxes are
extra in relation to the rate plan cost. Contact us for more details. As a matter of policy, BBB does not endorse
any product, service or business. As previous mentioned, we indicate on the contract signed by the customer
that we are adding taxes onto the sales price. This is intended to address and resolve the issue. TELUS
reserves the right to modify channel lineups, packaging, and regular pricing, without notice. Taxes and
pay-per-use charges including additional data and roaming are extra. When considering complaint
information, please take into account the company's size and volume of transactions, and understand that the
nature of complaints and a firm's responses to them are often more important than the number of complaints. I
asked him multiple times and told me that I wanted my bill to be I was looking for an affordable plan. Student
life can change fast. Contact us for more details. Please send me a copy of my initial conversation that I made
into TELUS , because I know that I was very clear in that I expected as a customer and when I called it he also
assured me I would only be paying  TELUS reserves the right to modify channel lineups, packaging, and
regular pricing, without notice. To share data, all additional lines need to be on the same plan as the primary
phone. Customers must merge the Mobility and Home Services account to get this offer. Must provide a valid
student ID number. On top for speed and reliability. I am sorry for the misunderstanding, however it is
standard business practice to not include taxes in the sales price and this was communicated both in the
contract the customer signed as well as the advertised cost. Discount cannot exceed the cost of the device. I
asked the sales associate multiple times if I was only to pay  Internet access is subject to usage limits;
additional charges apply for exceeding the included data. Offer subject to change. Offer subject to change. I
called into TELUS to ask why there were additional charges the sales person told me about the additional days
I asked if my bill was going to go back to normal after because I was told it would be  Student life can change
fast. We have this service agreement specifically so the consumer fully understands and acknowledges the
terms and conditions of their activation or renewal.


